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RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSCEIVER has been calibrated , the detected IQ imbalance is related to 
imperfections of the transmitter . Finally , correction param 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED eters are fed to the transmitter to reduce the IQ imbalance to 
APPLICATIONS an acceptable level . 

The calibration routines described above are rather time 
This application claims the benefit of European patent consuming to execute . Consequently , it would be advanta 

geous to simplify the procedure . application no . 18168031.5 , filed 18 Apr. 2018 , the contents 
of which are incorporated herein by reference in their SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
entireties . 

It would be advantageous to simplify the IQ imbalance FIELD OF THE INVENTION calibration of the prior art . 
To better address this issue , in a first aspect of the 

The present invention relates to the field of radio fre invention there is presented a radio frequency transceiver 
quency ( RF ) transceivers , and more particularly to compen- comprising a transmitter , a receiver , which comprises a full 
sation of in - phase and quadrature ( IQ ) imbalances in RF 15 complex mixer constituting a frequency down - converter , 
transceivers . and an in - phase and quadrature imbalance calibration mod 

ule , which is arranged to merely calibrate the transmitter . 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION According to the present invention , it has been realized , and 

it has shown , that by including a full complex mixer in the 
It is well known in the art that the amplitude and phase 20 receiver it is possible to perform merely an IQ imbalance 

mismatch between I and Q signals must be kept small to calibration of the transmitter , and omit the IQ imbalance 
maintain the intended signal quality in up - converters and calibration of the receiver . Additionally , it has been shown 
down - converters in direct - conversion transceivers as well as that the facilitation of the IQ imbalance calibration process 
in transceivers using one or more Intermediate Frequency surpasses the added circuit complexity . 
steps . To achieve 90 degrees phase difference and equal 25 In accordance with an embodiment of the radio frequency 
amplitude between I and Q signals , calibration is required . transceiver it comprises a loopback connection from the 

transmitter to the receiver . Many different calibration procedures have been used in In accordance with an embodiment of the radio frequency products on the market . These different calibration proce transceiver it comprises an envelope detector connected with dures are well described in literature and in publications . For the transmitter and with the in - phase and quadrature imbal instance , the book RF Imperfections in High - rate Wireless 30 ance calibration module . Systems ( ISBN 978-1-4020-6902-4 ) describes IQ imbalance In accordance with an embodiment of the radio frequency calibration in detail on pages 139-183 . transceiver the receiver comprises a first receiver module for Since the IQ imperfections are found in both receive initial RF signal processing , and a second receiver module 
( down - converters ) and in transmit ( up - converters ) circuits , for continued signal processing of the frequency down 
calibration of both the receiver and the transmitter is per- 35 converted signal , wherein the full complex mixer is con 
formed . nected to the first receiver module and to the second receiver 

To calibrate the transmitter , known and well controlled module . 
input stimuli is required to be provided by a modem in the In accordance with an embodiment of the radio frequency 
system , or by other means in the RF IC . The input stimuli are transceiver the full complex mixer comprises a radio signal 
fed to the input of the transmitter and the resulting error is 40 input , a cosine signal input , a sine signal input , first to fourth 
measured at the transmitter's output . In a similar manner , to mixers , a subtractor , an adder , an in - phase signal output , and 
calibrate the receiver , input stimuli are required to be pro a quadrature signal output , wherein the first and fourth 
vided to the input of the receiver and the resulting error is mixers are connected with the radio frequency input and the 
measured at the receiver's output . A typical procedure for cosine signal input , wherein the second and third mixers are 
calibration of IQ imbalance in a direct - conversion trans- 45 connected with the radio frequency signal input and the sine 
ceiver system consists of a calibration of IQ imbalance in the signal input , wherein the subtractor is connected with the 
receiver followed by a calibration of the IQ imbalance in the first and third mixers and the in - phase signal output , and 
transmitter as follows . wherein the adder is connected with the second and fourth 
A series of RF tones are generated and fed to the input of mixers and with the quadrature signal output . 

the RF section of the receiver . Then the RF tones are 50 In accordance with an embodiment of the radio frequency 
down - converted to base band and the corresponding IQ transceiver it is a direct - conversion transceiver . 
imbalance is detected in the digital domain , such as by In accordance with another aspect of the present invention 
means of FTT ( Fast Fourirer Transform ) analysis or by there is provided a beamforming transceiver radio frequency 
means of a cross correlator . When the IQ imbalance is integrated circuit comprising a radio frequency transceiver 
known , correction parameters are fed to the receiver to 55 as described above . 
reduce the IQ imbalance to an acceptable level . When the 
receiver has been calibrated as described above , it can be BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
used to calibrate the transmitter as follows . A series of 
complex tones is generated in the modem and fed as IQ The invention will now be described in more detail and 
baseband signals to the up - converter of the transmitter . 60 with reference to the appended drawings in which : 
Instead of transmitting the up - converted signal to the FIGS . 1-3 are schematic block diagrams of embodiments 
antenna , it is fed to the input of the receiver through a of an RF transceiver according to the present invention . 
loopback connection on chip . The signal from the transmit 
ter is then down - converted to base band and the correspond DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 
ing IQ imbalance is detected in the digital domain , such as 65 
by means of FTT analysis or by means of a cross correlator . As shown in FIG . 1 a first embodiment of the RF 
Since the receiver can be considered as being ideal after it transceiver 1 comprises a transmitter 2 , a receiver 3 , and an 
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in - phase and quadrature ( IQ ) imbalance calibration module an RF transmit signal . From the output of the up - converter 
4 , which is connected with the transmitter 2 and the receiver 9 , the RF transmit signal is fed to the second transmitter 
3 , while being arranged to merely calibrate the transmitter 2 . module 10 , and , via the loopback connection 15 , to the 
The receiver 3 comprises a full complex mixer 5 as fre- receiver side where it is added to the RF receive signal . The 
quency down - converter . The use of a full complex mixer 5 5 combined RF signal is fed to the input of the full complex 
in an RF transceiver is known per se , e.g. from US 2006 / mixer 5 , via the I and Q filter 34 , which divides the RF signal 
0281429 A1 , but it has not been used in combination with an into I and Q signals . After being frequency down - converted 
IQ imbalance calibration module , and in particular not in and having passed the second receiver module 7 , the I and 
order to remove the IQ imbalance calibration of the receiver Q signals are fed to the IQ imbalance analyser 17. Since the 
and merely perform the IQ imbalance calibration on the 10 complex mixer 5 is ideal , or at least negligibly non - ideal , 
transmitter . any imbalance detected by the IQ imbalance analyser 17 is 

The receiver 3 further comprises a first receiver module 6 due to imperfections of the transmitter . The IQ imbalance 
for initial RF signal processing , an I and Q filter 34 , wherein calibration module 4 adjusts the transmitter accordingly , if 
the first receiver module 6 is connected to an input of the full necessary . The IQ imbalance analysis typically is made by 
complex mixer 5 via the I and Q filter 34 , and a second 15 means of a software implemented algorithm applied on FFT 
receiver module 7 for continued signal processing of the ( Fast Fourier Transform ) transformations of the input signals 
down - converted signal , wherein the second receiver module to the IQ imbalance analyser 17 . 
is connected to an output of the full complex mixer 5 . A second embodiment of the RF transceiver 25 , as shown 
Similarly , the transmitter 2 comprises a first transmitter in FIG . 2 , corresponds with the first embodiment except for 
module 8 for initial transmit processing , such as signal 20 the IQ imbalance calibration parts . In this embodiment , 
amplification , an up - converter 9 , connected to an output the instead of the loopback structure , there is provided an 
first transmitter module 8 , and a second transmitter module envelope detector module 18 connected at the output side of 
10 , for final signal processing , connected to an output of the the up - converter 9 and connected to the IQ imbalance 
up - converter 9. Output terminals 11 of the second transmit- calibration module 19. It should be noted that , alternatively , 
ter module 10 are connected with transmit antenna elements , 25 the envelope detector module 18 can connected at an 
while input terminals 12 of the first receiver module 6 are optional position after the up - converter 9 and before the 
connected with receive antenna elements . transmit antenna , as desired . In this embodiment , the IQ 

The RF transceiver further comprises an I and Q separator imbalance calibration module 19 comprises a complex tone 
13 , which is connected with the transmitter 2 and with the generator 20 , connected to the input of the first transmitter 
receiver 3. More particularly , the I and Q separator generates 30 module 8 , and an IQ imbalance analyzer 21 , connected to the 
90 degrees phase shifted signals , such as a cosine signal and envelope detector module 18. An advantage of this embodi 
a sine signal , and provides these signals to the full complex ment is that the loopback connection is avoided . This is 
mixer 5 as well as to the up - converter 9 . possible since the receiver is considered be ideal , i.e. 

The RF transceiver 1 further comprises various additional balanced , with regards to I and Q signals due to the full 
circuitry such as power supply circuitry , automatic gain 35 complex mixer 5. However , a drawback of this embodiment 
control circuitry , etc. , as well known to the person skilled in is that the envelope detectors used in the envelope detector 
the art , here illustrated by a further transceiver module 14 . module 18 are often difficult to implement with good enough 

The RF transceiver 1 can be a direct - conversion trans- performance . 
ceiver as well as a transceiver having one or more steps of The second embodiment operates as follows . A series of 
intermediate frequency , such as a transceiver with a super- 40 complex tones is generated by means of the complex tone 
heterodyne receiver and transmitter . The modules above generator 20 and fed as I and Q signals to the first transmitter 
contain the respective necessary circuitry for those different module 8 , and then further to the up - converter 9. The RF 
options . signal output from the up - converter is fed to the envelope 

Moreover , in this embodiment , there is a loopback con- detector 18. The output signal of the envelope detector 18 is 
nection 15 connected at the output side of the up - converter 45 fed to the IQ imbalance analyser 21 , which determines the 
9 and at the input side of the full complex mixer 5. The IQ imbalance , if any . Then the IQ imbalance calibration 
loopback connection 15 is used for the IQ imbalance cali- module 19 adjusts the transmitter accordingly . 
bration . The IQ imbalance calibration module 4 comprises a FIG . 3 shows an example of applying the first embodi 
complex tone generator 16 , connected to the input of the first ment to a direct - conversion transceiver 45. In this example , 
transmitter module 8 , and an IQ imbalance analyzer 17 , 50 the first receiver module 6 comprises several receive signal 
connected to the output of the second receiver module 7. It paths 26 , one for each receive antenna element ( not shown ) , 
should be noted that the position of the loopback connection each having amplifier circuitry 27 , 28 and a phase shifter 29 . 
is merely one example of many possible positions . At the The first receiver module 6 further comprises an adder 30 , 
transmitter side the loopback connection can be connected at connected to all receive signal paths 26. The full complex 
an optional position between the output of the up - converter 55 mixer 5 comprises four mixer elements 31a - 31d , a subtrac 
9 and the transmit antenna , and at the receiver side the tor 32 , an adder 33 , RF I and Q signal inputs 43 , 44 , 
loopback connection can be connected at an optional posi- respective I and Q signal outputs 35 , 36 , a cosine signal 
tion between the receive antenna and the input of the full input 37 , and a sine signal input 38. The RF I signal input 
complex mixer 5 . is connected with a first and a second mixer element 31a and 

The first embodiment of the RF transceiver is operated as 60 31b of the mixer elements 31a - d , while the RF Q signal is 
follows with regard to the IQ imbalance calibration . The connected with third and fourth mixer elements 31c and 31d 
complex tone generator 16 generates a series of complex thereof . The cosine signal input 37 is connected with the first 
tones , which is a complex signal at baseband frequency . The and the fourth mixer element 31a , 31d , and the sine signal 
series of complex tones is fed as baseband I and Q signals input 38 is connected with the second and the third mixer 
to the first transmitter module 8 for initial transmit process- 65 element 316 , 31c . The outputs of the mixer elements 31a 
ing , such as signal amplification , and further to the up- 31d are connected in pairs to the subtractor 32 and the adder 
converter 9 for frequency up - conversion and combination to 33 , respectively , so that the outputs of the first and the third 
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mixers 31a , 31c are connected with the subtractor 32 , and transmitter of said transmitter and receiver , and is 
the outputs of the second and fourth mixer elements 316 , arranged to calibrate the transmitter , 
31d are connected with the adder 33. As understood by the wherein the full complex mixer comprises radio signal 
person skilled in the art , other combinations and connections in - phase and quadrature phase inputs , a cosine signal 
of adders and subtractors are feasible as well . input , a sine signal input , first to fourth mixers , a 

The I and Q separator 13 comprises a frequency synthe- subtractor , an adder , an in - phase signal output and a 
sizer 39 , and a sine and cosine signal generator 40 , having quadrature signal output , wherein the first and fourth 
a cosine and sine signal outputs 41 , 42 connected with the mixers are connected with the in - phase and quadrature cosine and sine signal inputs 37 , 38 of the full complex phase inputs , respectively , and with the cosine signal mixer 5 , and with corresponding inputs of the up - converter 10 input , wherein the second and third mixers are con 9 . nected with the in - phase and quadrature phase inputs , The present invention is applicable to IF transceivers as 
well , i.e. transceivers where the received RF frequency is respectively and with the sine signal input , wherein the 

subtractor is connected with the first and third mixers down - converted to an Intermediate Frequency , and the 
transmitter also comprises at least one IF stage . The first and 15 and with the in - phase signal output , and wherein the 
second embodiments shown in FIGS . 1 and 2 are imple adder is connected with the second and fourth mixers 
mentable as IF transceivers as well as direct - conversion and with the quadrature signal output . 
transceivers , wherein the full complex mixer is used as a 2. The radio frequency transceiver according to claim 1 , 
down - converter in one or more of the one or more IF stages . further comprising a loopback connection from the trans 

In the first embodiment , as shown in FIGS . 1 and 3 , all 20 mitter to the receiver . 
parts are preferably integrated on a single RF - IC . The same 3. The radio frequency transceiver according to claim 1 , 
is true for the second embodiment of the RF transceiver , as further comprising an envelope detector connected with the 
shown in FIG . 2 . receiver and with the in - phase and quadrature imbalance 
The present radio frequency transceiver is advantageously calibration module . 

used in beamforming transceiver radio frequency inte- 25 4. The radio frequency transceiver according to claim 1 , 
grated circuit . wherein the receiver comprises a first receiver module for 

Consequently , due to a reduced time for calibration , since initial RF signal processing , and a second receiver module 
it is merely made for the transmitter , it is possible to for continued signal processing of a frequency down - con 
calibrate IQ imbalance in a shorter time , which increases the verted signal , wherein the full complex mixer is connected 
time available for the transceiver to transmit / receive useful 30 to the first receiver module and to the second receiver 
data . In other words , the possible throughput increases . module . 
Furthermore , in many systems , the time in receive mode is 5. The radio frequency transceiver according to claim 1 , 
often significantly larger than the time in transmit mode . In wherein the radio transceiver is a direct - conversion trans 
such systems , the omitted calibration of the receiver , which ceiver . 
has been made unnecessary by means of the employment of 35 6. The radio frequency transceiver according to claim 1 , 
the full complex mixer , to be carried out and the time wherein the in - phase and quadrature imbalance calibration 
available for reception is increased . No RF signal is required module is adapted to not calibrate the receiver . 
to be generated for calibration of the IQ error in receive 7. A beamforming transceiver radio frequency integrated 
mode , which simplifies the implementation of the circuit . circuit , comprising : 

While the invention has been illustrated and described in 40 a radio frequency transceiver , wherein the radio frequency 
detail in the drawings and foregoing description , such illus- transceiver comprises a transmitter and a receiver , 
tration and description are to be considered illustrative or wherein the receiver comprises a full complex mixer 
exemplary and not restrictive . The invention is not limited to capable of operating as a frequency down - converter , 
the disclosed embodiments . and 

Other variations to the disclosed embodiments can be 45 an in - phase and quadrature imbalance calibration module , 
understood and effected by those skilled in the art in and wherein the in - phase and quadrature imbalance 
practicing the claimed invention , from a study of the draw calibration module is connected only to an input of the 
ings , the disclosure , and the appended claims . In the claims , transmitter of said transmitter and receiver , and is 
the word “ comprising ” does not exclude other elements or arranged to calibrate the transmitter , 
steps , and the indefinite article “ a ” or “ an ” does not exclude 50 wherein the full complex mixer comprises : 
a plurality . A single processor or other unit may fulfill the radio signal in - phase and quadrature phase inputs , 
functions of several items recited in the claims . The mere a cosine signal input , 
fact that certain measures are recited in mutually different a sine signal input , 
dependent claims does not indicate that a combination of first to fourth mixers , 
these measured cannot be used to advantage . Any reference 55 a subtractor , 
signs in the claims should not be construed as limiting the an adder , 
scope . an in - phase signal output and a quadrature signal output , 

wherein the first and fourth mixers are connected with the 
The invention claimed is : in - phase and quadrature phase inputs , respectively , and 
1. A radio frequency transceiver , comprising : with the cosine signal input , 
a transmitter , wherein the second and third mixers are connected with 
a receiver , wherein the receiver comprises a full complex the in - phase and quadrature phase inputs , respectively , 

mixer capable of operating as a frequency down- and with the sine signal input , 
converter , and wherein the subtractor is connected with the first and third 

an in - phase and quadrature imbalance calibration module , 65 mixers and the in - phase signal output , and 
wherein the in - phase and quadrature imbalance cali- wherein the adder is connected with the second and fourth 
bration module is connected only to an input of the mixers and with the quadrature signal output . 

60 
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8. The beamforming transceiver radio frequency inte- wherein the full complex mixer comprises a radio signal 
grated circuit according to claim 7 , further comprising a in - phase and quadrature phase inputs , a cosine signal 
loopback connection from the transmitter to the receiver . input , a sine signal input , first to fourth mixers , a 

9. The beamforming transceiver radio frequency inte subtractor , an adder , an in - phase signal output , and a 
grated circuit according to claim 7 , further comprising an quadrature signal output , wherein the first and fourth 
envelope detector module connected to the in - phase and mixers are connected with the in - phase and quadrature 

phase inputs , respectively , and with the cosine signal quadrature imbalance calibration module . input , wherein the second and third mixers are con 10. The beamforming transceiver radio frequency inte- nected with the in - phase and quadrature phase inputs , 
grated circuit according to claim 7 , wherein the receiver respectively , and with the sine signal input , wherein the 
comprises : subtractor is connected with the first and third mixers 

a first receiver module for initial RF signal processing , and the in - phase signal output , and wherein the adder 
and is connected with the second and fourth mixers and 

a second receiver module for continued signal processing with the quadrature signal output . 
of a frequency down - converted signal , 13. The method according to claim 12 , wherein the IQ 

wherein the full complex mixer is connected to the first imbalance calibration module is adapted to not calibrate the 
receiver module and to the second receiver module . receiver . 

11. The beamforming transceiver radio frequency inte 14. The method according to claim 12 , further comprising 
grated circuit according to claim 7 , wherein the in - phase and providing a loopback connection from the transmitter to the 

receiver . quadrature imbalance calibration module is adapted to not 20 
calibrate the receiver . 15. The method according to claim 12 , further comprising 

providing an envelope detector connected with the trans 12. A method of calibrating a radio frequency transceiver 
comprising a transmitter and a receiver , comprising : mitter and the IQ imbalance calibration module . 

providing the receiver with a full complex mixer capable 16. The method according to claim 12 , wherein the 
of operating as a frequency down - converter , receiver comprises a first receiver module for initial RF 

providing the transmitter with an in - phase and quadrature signal processing , and a second receiver module for contin 
( IQ ) imbalance calibration module , wherein the IQ ued signal processing of the frequency down - converted 
imbalance calibration module is connected only to an signal , and wherein the full complex mixer is connected to 

the first receiver module and to the second receiver module . input of the transmitter of said transmitter and receiver , 
and 17. The method according to claim 12 , wherein the radio 

calibrating the transmitter using the IQ imbalance cali frequency transceiver is a direct - conversion transceiver . 
bration module , 
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